Fjords, mountains, white sandy beaches, and surprisingly warm water – that’s Northern Norway’s coastline. A landscape of skerries, fishing villages, lapping waves and the cries of gulls will ease your tensions away. As well as endless days, the midnight sun gives you extra energy, and you might find yourself forgetting to go to bed.
HELLA

Hella is a beautiful area located a 30-minute drive from Tromsø. The area invites to recreation and relaxation in a tranquil setting. It's nice to stroll around the grounds, and along the way you will encounter several cultural monuments.

In the 1960s several old houses in Tromsø were demolition threatened people believed these could best be taken care of by moving the out of town. Therefore you can also walk through "Tromsø Street" and feel a historic atmosphere of Tromsø's history presented by the several listed houses placed here for protection.
A BEAUTIFUL VENUE

Hellastua (the yellow building) is a big house with a café with capacity for over 100 people seated inside, and 30 people at the terrace. In addition there’s a pier down by the sea that can take 50 more. There’s also lots of great spots for putting up extra tents for supplementing the seating capacity.

How about a big outdoor barbeque in these spectacular surroundings, with live music and story tellers in the old houses, fishing from shore and simply enjoying nature – hopefully in the strobes of the deep red midnight sun.